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This paper introduces SNUMAX, the grand winner of the RoboSoft Grand Challenge.
SNUMAX was built to complete all the tasks of the challenge. Completing these tasks
required robotic compliant components that could adapt to variable situations and
environments and generate enough stiffness to maintain performance. SNUMAX has
three key components: transformable origami wheels, a polymer-based variable stiffness
manipulator, and an adaptive caging gripper. This paper describes the design of these
components, and how they worked together to allow the robot to perform the contest’s
navigation and manipulation tasks.
Keywords: SNUMAX, RoboSoft Grand Challenge, transformable origami wheel, polymer-based variable stiffness
manipulator, adaptive caging gripper

INTRODUCTION
Soft robotics involves using compliant actuation and control strategies and soft materials to create
robots with soft robotic features (Albu-Schaffer et al., 2008; Rus and Tolley, 2015; Mazzolai and
Mattoli, 2016). This new paradigm for building robots yields novel designs and functionalities
(Trimmer, 2014). For example, the structure of a robot with a soft body can be deformed so it can
safely and adaptively interact with the environment. Researchers from a wide variety of fields are
focusing on developing design methodologies and manufacturing processes for this new type of
robot (Kim et al., 2013a). The inaugural RoboSoft Grand Challenge of spring 2016 offered a venue
for researchers to test the performance of new soft robots against a range of international teams
(RoboSoft CA, 2016).
The challenge consisted of two test scenarios: terrestrial navigation and object manipulation.
The terrestrial navigation tests mimicked the environmental conditions of an urban disaster area
and tested robots’ ability to cope with rough terrain and navigate obstacles in order to help humans.
The manipulation scenario involved three tests of robotic dexterity in handling objects in a range
of situations.
Our team developed a robot, SNUMAX, which completed all the tasks in the terrestrial navigation
and manipulation scenarios (Figure 1). SNUMAX has three key components: an origami transformable wheel, a polymer-based variable stiffness manipulator (PVSM), and an adaptive caging gripper.
The transformable wheels allow the robot to navigate unstructured terrain and pass through narrow
gaps and are stiff enough to sustain the robot’s weight. The manipulator is flexible enough to be
maneuvered around obstacles and can be stiffened to allow it to pick up an 1-kg object with its
gripper. The gripper has an under-actuated tendon routing system with a soft structure that allows it
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Knowledge of the techniques for manufacturing polymerbased structures and mechanisms helped us to build the PVSM.
In particular, building this structure required understanding how
to bond silicone-based polymers to a fused deposition modeling
(FDM) type of three-dimensional (3D) printed skeleton while
also embedding components for a tendon path and passive joint
stiffness. Know-how in laser machining and mold design also
helped us to fabricate the soft manipulators and friction pads of
the adaptive caging gripper’s claws.
Designing tendon-driven mechanisms to actuate the main
components of SNUMAX is the key to its successful operation.
A tendon–pulley system that contracts both sides of the wheel
allows wheel diameter to be increased or decreased. The system’s
multi-layered wire structure is designed to transmit high tension
and to resist friction-induced wear. The manipulator’s tendons
are designed to simultaneously steer the manipulator and change
its stiffness. An under-actuated tendon-driven mechanism with
a compliant structure allows the adaptive caging gripper to hold
not only a variety of object shapes but also both fragile and heavy
objects.
SNUMAX was meticulously designed and built through the
collaborative efforts of five teams, each responsible for one of the
following tasks: transformable wheel design and manufacture
team, PVSM design and manufacture team, soft caging gripper
design and manufacture team, control system integrating team,
and overall design team. These teams worked together closely to
ensure that all the components worked together.
The Section “Design and Manufacturing” of this paper
describes how we designed and built the key SNUMAX components, including information on special techniques used to
overcome design problems. Section “In-house Experiments
Conducted to Prepare for the Challenge” describes the tasks
involved in the RoboSoft Grand Challenge and SNUMAX’s
performance in each.

FIGURE 1 | SNUMAX completed all tasks of the RoboSoft Grand
Challenge, thanks to its transformable origami wheels, polymerbased soft manipulator, and adaptive caging gripper.

to adaptively grasp objects of various shapes. The gripper’s weight
is minimized by including only one actuator.
The core technologies of each of these components have been
studied and researched for many years in several different robots
from our laboratory: the transformable wheel structure (Lee
et al., 2013a, 2014), pattern-embedded composite technology
(Lee et al., 2013b), the polymer fabrication process (Huh et al.,
2012; Kang et al., 2016), and the tendon routing system (In et al.,
2015; Kang et al., 2016). By combining technologies, expanding
their size, developing a new embedding fabrication process, and
integrating components, we developed SNUMAX within the
rules of the RoboSoft Grand Challenge.
The origami pattern-based transformable wheels contributed
greatly to SNUMAX’s winning performance. Wheel size is the
dominant factor in determining the traversable dimensions of an
obstacle. Several variable-diameter wheel mechanisms based on
rigid bodies have been developed (Nagatani et al., 2007; Chen
et al., 2014; She et al., 2015). The origami transformable wheel
used in SNUMAX is the first transformable wheel to use soft
materials. Using soft materials enables large deformation without
the need for links and joints, and using origami patterning provides sufficient payload. With the aid of its origami transformable
wheels, SNUMAX was able to pass through a small gap, overcome
rough terrain, and climb stairs.
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DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
This section describes the three key components of SNUMAX:
the transformable origami wheels, the PVSM, and adaptive caging gripper.

Overview

SNUMAX is a four-wheel-drive robot that has transformable origami wheels, a PVSM, and an adaptable caging gripper
(Figure 2). The robot is 600 mm high and 270 mm long, and its
width ranges from 450 to 600 mm (width is changed by wheel
deformation). The PVSM is 450 mm long. To fulfill the challenge’s
requirement that the robot fit within a 600-mm cube, the soft
manipulator is tucked closely to the body. A camera mounted at
the front of SNUMAX records operating situations and helps the
pilot. The robot weighs 10.1 kg.
The key components of SNUMAX were made with a combination of soft, flexible materials, and rigid materials, including
polymers, fabrics, films, springs, wires, plastics, and metallic
components. The robot’s tendon-driven actuating systems are
driven by DC motors (DCX series, Maxon motor Ag.). The body
of SNUMAX is made of acrylic plates, acrylic rods, and a chassis,
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FIGURE 2 | Overall view of SNUMAX and description of key components.

all made by 3D printing (Objet260, Stratasys Inc.) using ABS-like
material.
SNUMAX was constructed with a modular design. The key
components were modularized so that they could be easily
replaced in the event of damage or malfunction. The internal
parts of the key components themselves were also modularized
to make it easy to perform minor repairs. For major failures, we
simply replaced the involved key component. The modular design
allowed us to be ready to make repairs during the challenge by
preparing replacement parts in advance.

but will have difficulty enduring a high payload. In addition,
wheel distortion caused by the softness of the material lowers the
wheel’s mobility and hinders stable movement.
Our solution to the problem of creating a wheel from soft
materials is to use origami patterning on the soft material.
A wheel constructed of soft material that is embedded with hardened segments constrains the redundant degrees of freedom of
the wheel, allowing it to maintain a circular shape even when high
force is applied to it. The related researches of a transformable
origami-based wheel are presented in previous studies (Lee et al.,
2013a, 2014).
To create the transformable wheel, eight units of the waterbomb origami pattern are repeated in a circumferential direction
to make a circular rim shape, and three units of the pattern are
repeated in the axial direction to make the support structure
(Figure 3A). To connect the wheel shaft to the wheel body, the
edge of the wheel pattern was modified, and a special hub component was designed (Figure 3A).
The wheel facets were made from 0.3-mm PET film, and the fold
lines consist of fabric. The PET was patterned via laser machining,
and gelatin films were used to align the segments. The patterned
PETs were wrapped up by fabric, and the whole structure was
assembled using a sewing machine. The width of the complete
wheel changes from 200 to 110 mm, and the radius changes from
100 to 230 mm. Each wheel can bear more than 10 kgf.

Transformable Origami Wheel

The transformable wheel allowed SNUMAX to accomplish the
terrestrial scenario. The wheel can assume two final configurations: wider along its axis with small diameter and narrower along
its axis with large diameter. Deformation of the wheel greatly
increases maneuverability by enhancing the robot’s adaptability
to various types of terrain. By adjusting the diameter of the wheel,
it is possible to adjust the wheel’s shape and torque to achieve a
balanced configuration that allows the robot to climb stairs and
traverse rough terrain.
The transformable wheel was built using an origami-based soft
robotics design. Wheels need to be able to endure their payload
and absorb impact transferred from the ground. A wheel built
from soft materials can provide deformability and absorb impact
Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of the wheel transformation mechanism.
The shaft pulley pulls one side of the wheel, which changes the wheel’s
diameter. A thrust bearing prevents the tendon from twisting, and a
multi-layered wire structure protects the wheel from being worn out by friction.

The clamping component consists of a thrust bearing and a
figure-eight knot. The thrust bearing keeps the wire structure
from twisting, and the figure-eight knot guarantees strong bonding between the wire structure and the wheel. A figure-eight knot
is the proper choice for this bonding, since, the more the wire is
pulled, the tighter the knot becomes.

Polymer-Based Variable Stiffness
Manipulator

FIGURE 3 | Origami pattern and assembled shape of the
transformable wheel. (A) The entire pattern is composed of a repeated
3 × 8 unit pattern (known as the waterbomb pattern; red box). One end of
the base pattern was modified to build a structure that connects to the shaft
hub (blue box). (B) The diameter of the wheel structure can be changed by
contracting both sides of the wheel.

To accomplish the tasks of the challenge’s manipulation scenario,
the soft manipulator needed a flexible arm that could move flexibly and lift a 1-kg load 500 mm high while holding itself parallel
to the ground. In addition, the manipulator needed to smoothly
roll or bend tightly close to the robot for the terrestrial navigation
part of the challenge. To fulfill these conditions, we developed
the PVSM using a design inspired by the mammalian backbone
(Figure 5). This design is a derivative of the dolphin robot’s variable stiffness tail fin (Park et al., 2014).
Soft manipulators are one of the most actively researched
fields in soft robotics. There are a lot of different kinds of previous
researches from continuum robots to soft robotic manipulators,
and from micro scale to meter scale (Renda et al., 2012; Martinez
et al., 2013; Paek et al., 2015; Ranzani et al., 2015). Also, there
are efforts to control stiffness of the manipulator to improve
versatility of continuum and soft manipulators (Jiang et al., 2012;
Kim et al., 2013b; Santiago et al., 2015). To success the tasks in
the grand challenge, a manipulator should have both softness
and enough stiffness to deal with objects. Therefore, the PVSM
consists of rigid segments analogous to vertebral bones and
elastomer segments analogous to soft intervertebral joints, which
are consecutively connected in a manner similar to the connections in the mammalian vertebral column. This mechanical
design provides high degrees of freedom and variable stiffness
to the manipulator, as well as the mechanical simplicity that is a
hallmark of soft robotics.

Transformation of the wheel is accomplished by changing
the distance between the inner and outer wheel hubs via a basic
wire–pulley mechanism. One end of the wire is attached to the
outer hub by a clamping component, and the distance between
the hubs increases or decreases as the pulley pushes or pulls the
wire. To attach the wire firmly to the wheel and prevent it from
twisting, a two-layered-wire structure and a special clamping
component were used. Because the pulley broke frequently owing
to the high tension that it needed to sustain, it too was given a
modular design so that it could be quickly replaced during the
challenge (Figure 4).
The two-layered-wire structure consists of a Kevlar wire covered first by a Teflon tube and then by a coil spring. The coil spring
has low bending stiffness, but relatively high torsional stiffness.
This anisotropic characteristic allows the wire to be easily wound
on the pulley and prevents it from becoming tangled, even when
the wheel rotates. The Kevlar wire reinforces the coil spring’s
stiffness and helps it to endure a large normal force during wheel
deformation. The Teflon tube is positioned between the Kevlar
wire and the coil spring sheath to prevent them from abrading
each other.
Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org
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The anisotropically embedded springs enhance stiffness of the
manipulator in pitch direction. In addition, the springs prevent
axial twisting, to which the PVSM is vulnerable.
The PVSM has a tapered-radius design that minimizes bending caused by the weight of the manipulator and the payload.
This design decreased the PVSM’s weight. The radii of the rigid
segments were designed based on data from experimental trials
varying the radius of the segments to modify PVSM strength and
softness. This process was based on a previous parametric study
of the relationship between the radius of a soft joint and its stiffness (Huh et al., 2012).
The rigid segments were 3D printed (3DISON, Rokit,
Inc.) using polylactic acid (PLA). The segments are hollow
to lighten the manipulator, and their top and bottom surfaces
are bumpy to increase the total surface area, which helps
increase the adhesive strength between the segments and the
silicone joints. To assemble the PVSM, the segments were
connected with torsional springs, and the gaps between them
were filled with silicone (Ecoflex 0020, Shore A hardness 0020;
Smooth-On, Inc.). The entire body was cured in one process
using 3D-printed molds. We penetrated the manipulator with
several holes to reduce its weight. To make tendon paths, we
embedded Teflon tubes in the molds before curing and removed
them after curing.
The final PVSM manipulator is composed of seven rigid segments. Its total length is approximately 450 mm (the minimum
length to reach for the objects), and its radius is 35 mm at the end
point and 50 mm at the root. The length of the elastic joints is
approximately 7 mm.

FIGURE 5 | Design of the PVSM. (A) The manipulator is composed of soft
joints and rigid “bone” segments and has five embedded tendon routes. (B)
Cross-sectional view of the rigid “bone” segments of the manipulator. Holes
near the circumference admit tendon wires, and two embedded springs
constrain the pitch motion of the manipulator.

Adaptive Caging Gripper

The PVSM is operated by pulling its five tendons (cable
part number 2014, Carl Stahl Sava Industry, Inc.). The two side
tendons steer the PVSM, and the other three tendons stiffen the
PVSM to compensate for loads (see Figure 3). Each tendon is
actuated by a linear actuator. The tendons were surrounded by
Bowden cables. The Bowden cables are intersections between
the manipulator and linear actuators. Pulling the tendons asymmetrically causes bend motion of the PVSM. On the other hand,
pulling the tendons symmetrically compresses the soft joints
and changes their stiffness according to the properties of their
constituent materials (Huh et al., 2012). Therefore, when the
tendons are pulled symmetrically, there is no bending motion of
the manipulator, but the stiffness of the manipulator increases by
controlling the pulling force of the tendons. By controlling both
the motion and the stiffness of the PVSM, we were able to pick
up and place objects weighing up to 1 kg. However, the tendons
often snapped when they were pulled tight enough to pick up a
load of this size. Therefore, the tendons were replaced prior to
executing the challenge’s manipulation scenario to ensure that the
manipulator would perform well. In future, design optimization
and new control schemes will help to increase the manipulator’s
load capacity.
By anisotropically embedding springs into the PVSM joints,
we enhanced joint strength and maintained flexibility. To lift
a load, the PVSM needed to be adequately stiff in the pitching
direction. To ensure that the robot is flexible enough to navigate
obstacles, the PVSM needed low stiffness in the yaw direction.

Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org

According to the rules of the challenge, the robot gripper was
required to collect objects weighing a maximum of 1 kg that
have been placed in a bounding box approximately 100 mm on
each. The positions, shapes, and materials of the objects were not
revealed until the day of the challenge. We developed five design
criteria for the gripper based on these rules. First, the gripper
had to be able to hold a 1 kg object. Second, the gripper needed
to be as light as possible because the total carrying weight of the
PVSM is the sum of the weights of the object and the gripper.
Third, the gripper needs to get into the bounding box to grasp
objects inside the box. Fourth, the gripper must be sand-proof to
enable it to survive the terrestrial navigation scenario. Fifth, the
gripper’s batteries must be strong enough to last for the whole the
competition (i.e., for at least an hour).
Previously developed grippers can be divided into three categories: grippers with anthropomorphic hands (Liu et al., 2008) [e.g.,
the Shadow Dexterous Hand (Shadow Robot Company, 2016)],
soft grippers with pneumatically actuated fingers [e.g., industrial
grippers from Soft Robotics Inc. (2016)], and soft grippers that
use a jamming mechanism (Amend et al., 2012). To meet the
requirements for the manipulation scenario and to maximize the
gripper’s performance, we developed a new type of soft gripper
with a tendon-driven mechanism inspired by bird claws. The new
design consists of a rectangular origami cage made of fabric and
PET film with legs that terminate in claws attached at one end
(Figure 6). The cage isolates the gripper’s electronics from sand.
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FIGURE 7 | Design and performance of the claw. (A) Left, closed state
of the claw. All claws are closed in one point. Right, claw gripping a small nut.
(B) Claw gripping a large smooth-surfaced object. (C) Images of gripping
captured by the embedded camera. (D) Claw design. The polymer pad is
attached to the 3D-printed claw.

We changed this z-axis structure into a tendon–pulley system,
which reduced the gripper’s weight and size, reduced z-axis
rotational friction, and even gave us z-axis actuation.
To increase the gripper’s adaptability to different object
shapes and to decrease the number of actuators needed, we
used an under-actuation tendon routing system and compliant
legs. The under-actuation mechanism allows eight legs to be
actuated with one tendon, as shown in Figure 6. To minimize
friction between the tendon and its path, an important issue
in tendon routing systems, Teflon tubes were embedded in the
structure, and a symmetrical tendon path was formed. Also, to
ensure compliance of the legs, a spring was used. The length of
the spring had to change to form the grasping posture as shown
in Figure 7A.
The gripper claws consist of a 3D-printed component and a
polymer pad. The claw has a 45° angle, considering gripper with
eight legs, so that the gripper can fully enclose the bottom of a
grasped object (Figure 7D). Another important feature of the
claw is its tendon routing path, consisting of embedded Teflon
tubes, which minimize friction of the tendon. The shape of the
claw is suitable for capturing small objects (Figure 7A), but not
for big ones (Figure 7B), and the claw does not create enough
friction to hold an object of any significant weight. Therefore, a
polymer pad with spines, inspired by the Gecko pad (Kim et al.,
2008), was added to the claw, as shown in Figure 7D. The polymer
pads were molded from a laser-cut acrylic plate. These polymer
pads drastically increased the friction of the claw and allowed
the gripper to grasp even heavy objects with a smooth surface,
as shown in Figure 7B. Figure 7C shows an example of what
the operator can see via the embedded camera. In this case, the
gripper has picked up a nut.

FIGURE 6 | Adaptive caging gripper and its electronic components.
(A) Appearance of the adaptive caging gripper. The hanging tendon, which
moves grippers in the z-axis direction, is denoted by a blue line, and the
gripping tendon path is denoted by a red line. (B) Electronic components of
the gripper. The origami cage contains two DC motors, two batteries, one
camera, and a micro receiver.

Inside the cage are two motors, one for z-axis actuation and the
other to actuate the gripping motion, and two batteries, one for
actuating both actuators and the other to power a camera. The
camera allows the SNUMAX operator to see the robot’s grasping
performance in real time. It can be connected to a smartphone
via Wi-Fi. The gripper is 90 mm wide, 90 mm long, and 170 mm
tall, and it weighs 201 g.
The gripper has eight legs as shown in Figure 7A. Before deciding to use the rectangular shape, we tried circular, hexagonal, and
octagonal grippers because of adapting orientation between the
gripper and the bounding box, while maximizing the griping ability. We finally settled on a rectangular shape because it could be
readily sized to fit within the bounding box from which it would
need to grasp various objects. At this point in the design process,
the gripper had a z-axis structure with bearings for orientation.

Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org
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Electric Circuit

such as headlights. The joysticks are powered by three lithium-ion
battery cells.

Figure 8A shows SNUMAX’s on-robot circuit board. SNUMAX
has three dual motor drivers (Sabertooth 2 × 12, Dimension
Engineering LLC.) for six DC motors (four for wheels and
two for wheel deformation). The motor drivers communicate
with the on-robot MCU (Arduino Due) by TTL serial communication. The shoulder of the manipulator is attached to a
Dynamixel Pro motor (Robotis, Inc.). The Dynamixel Pro is
driven by its own control board (OpenCM; Robotis, Inc.), and
the board is controlled by the on-robot MCU. The five linear
motors (L16-R; Actuonix, Inc.) that actuate the manipulator
have embedded controllers. Pulse width modulation signals
were used to control the linear motors. The signals were generated from the on-robot MCU (Figure 8C). To avoid signal
noise and simultaneously actuate all five linear actuators, a
0.2-μF ceramic capacitor was inserted between the MCU and
each linear actuator.
Full activation of SNUMAX required both an 18 and a 7 V
DC power source, which could be supplied by a tethered or an
untethered power source. The tethered source uses a switchedmode power supply to supply 18 V of DC current and a power
supply provided during the challenge to supply the 7 V DC current. For the untethered source, SNUMAX uses a battery pack
that supplied both 18 and 7 V DC current.
Figure 8B shows the operator’s controller. Joysticks are used to
maneuver SNUMAX, and knobs are used to deform the wheels.
Switches control five linear actuators for the PVSM’s tendondriven actuation system. Additional switches control auxiliaries,

Design of the Robot

A 3D model of SNUMAX (Figure 9A) was produced by using
a computer-aided 3D graphics rendering program (Rhinoceros
3D 5.0, Robert McNeel & Associates). The 3D computer graphic
model was used to make a mold for the outer shells and ribs
of SNUMAX. Thin shell pieces were 3D printed based on the
graphic model and used as the molds. We used a vacuum forming machine to form the shells and ribs from PVC film. After
trimming the resulting pieces and sanding their edges, we spraypainted the shells black and the ribs red (Figure 9B). We also
covered the shells with a protective coating material. Finally, we
bolted the ribs and shells together.

IN-HOUSE EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED
TO PREPARE FOR THE CHALLENGE
A month before the competition, we constructed test fields to
the dimensions specified in the challenge rulebook and put
prototypes of the robot through several test drives (Figure 10).

FIGURE 8 | SNUMAX circuit board and operator’s controller and
schematic diagram of the control signal. (A) Yellow squares indicate the
dual motor drivers. Blue squares indicate two MCU boards. The red square
indicates the electric power distribution area. (B) Photo of the operator’s
controller. Control signals were packetized and transmitted by TTL serial
communication protocol to the MCU board on the robot. (C) Schematic
diagram showing the control signal flow.
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FIGURE 9 | 3D model of SNUMAX. (A) Computer-aided 3D-rendered
model. (B) Ribs and shells of SNUMAX.
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allowed it to climb over these bumps and cross the sand
terrain on the first attempt. The granularity of the sand was
fine in comparison to the diameter of the wheels and the
depth of the sand was shallow in comparison to the wheel
diameter, allowing SNUMAX to cross the sand box without
becoming stuck.

Passing through a Small Aperture

This task tested a robot’s shape-deforming abilities (Figure 11B).
The aperture was square shaped. The size of the aperture was an
important factor in scoring this part of the terrestrial navigation
scenario: the score for passing the test was multiplied by the
reductive ratio of the robot, which was calculated by dividing
the maximum dimension of the front section of the robot by
the length of one edge of the aperture. SNUMAX had a wide
width for aperture. On the other hand, height of SNUMAX
was not critical to pass the aperture. SNUMAX can shrink in
width from 600 to 450 mm, which means that its reductive
ratio is about 1.33. After the SNUMAX’s wheels were narrowed
along the wheel axis, it passed through the test aperture within
approximately 1.5 min.

FIGURE 10 | Sandbox testing of the prototype robot. (A) Passing
through an aperture. (B) Climbing stairs. (C) Passing between unstable
obstacles. (D) Sandbox test of the final challenge-ready robot.

Ascending and Descending Stairs

This task tested whether a robot has enough grip and torque to
ascend and safely descend stairs. The test stairs had two 50-mmhigh steps. When radii of SNUMAX’s wheels were enlarged
and the drive train was maximally powered, it ascended and
descended the stairs while overcoming the weight of the robot
(Figure 11C).

For the terrestrial navigation scenario, we built an aperture
and stairs of polystyrene boards and set up an obstacle course
of acrylic pipes about 100 mm in diameter. The size of the
aperture was 450 mm × 450 mm, and the height of the stairs
was 50 mm. We tested SNUMAX’s ability to navigate in sandy
terrain in a sandbox at a school playground located on our
college campus.
For the manipulation scenario, we constructed test fields for
the pick and place task and the arm-positioning task. We tested
the robot’s ability to remove a variety of objects, including a
500-g weight, a water bottle, and a plastic ball, from a 100-mm
acrylic cube and place them into an empty acrylic cube of the
same dimensions. For the arm-positioning task, we fixed two
types of rods (foam noodles and acrylic pipes) to the ground and
confirmed that the PVSM could maneuver around both rigid and
soft rods. We did not test the door opening task.

Passing between Unstable Obstacles

This task tested a robot’s dexterity. Performing this task
required a robot to shrink its body width to the same extent as
was needed for the small aperture test and to exhibit sufficient
maneuverability at this size to pass between an array of unstable
cylinders (Figure 11D). The poles were attached to the ground
by weak magnets and could be knocked down by the slightest
touch. After SNUMAX’s wheels were fully shrunk, it completed
the task without tipping over any poles, thanks to its steering
mechanism.

PERFORMANCE DURING THE
CHALLENGE’S TERRESTRIAL
NAVIGATION SCENARIO

PERFORMANCE DURING THE
CHALLENGE’S MANIPULATION
SCENARIO

The terrestrial navigation scenario included four tasks: crossing
sand terrain, passing through a small aperture, ascending and
descending stairs, and passing between an array of unstable poles.
To complete these tasks with high scores, the robot needed to be
highly maneuverable and able to climb stairs and shrink to a small
size while maintaining its mobility.

The manipulation scenario included three tasks: picking up and
placing a variety of objects weighing up to 1 kg, moving the
robot’s arm to placing its end effector at specific locations, and
opening a door. A referee chose the order in which these tasks
were performed, in contrast to the terrain navigation scenario,
whose tasks were in a fixed order. Successfully completing the
manipulation tasks required SNUMAX’s manipulator to be (a)
strong enough to pick up and hold objects weighing up to 1 kg
and to open a door and (b) soft enough, flexible enough, and long
enough to position its gripper at all the targeted locations while
avoiding objects placed in its way.

Crossing Sand Terrain

This task tested a robot’s maneuverability on rough terrain
(Figure 11A). The test field included small bumps while robot
enters and exits the sand box tile. Widening the robot’s wheels

Frontiers in Robotics and AI | www.frontiersin.org
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Picking and Placing Objects

SNUMAX was the only robot in the competition that was able
to grasp and place all four objects, thanks to the adaptive caging
gripper’s claws and friction pads. Moreover, the gripper was able
to hold the heaviest object (the water bottle) without buckling or
breaking it.

This task tested whether a robot could pick up objects from a
starting point and place them in a basket 500 mm away from
the starting point. The robot’s gripper had to hold the objects
continuously; dropping an object and picking it back up was not
allowed.
The target objects were revealed during the practice session the
day before the challenge: a 500-mL plastic bottle filled with water,
an ice cream cone, a 100 mm × 50 mm square plastic food container, and a 100-mm-long combination wrench (Figure 12A).

Arm Positioning

This task tested the dexterity and flexibility of a robot’s
manipulator. The manipulator had to place its end effector
at three different target places on a wall, each at a different

FIGURE 11 | Performance during the four terrestrial navigation scenario tasks. (A) Crossing sand terrain: enlarging SNUMAX’s wheels allowed it to
overcome a small bump and move on sand terrain. (B) Passing through a small aperture: shrinking SNUMAX’s wheels allowed it to pass through a small aperture.
(C) Ascending and descending stairs: enlarging SNUMAX’s wheels allowed it to ascend and descend stairs. (D) Passing between unstable obstacles: the robot was
carefully maneuvered between unstable poles without touching them while narrowing the wheels.

FIGURE 12 | Performance during the three manipulation scenario tasks. (A) Object pick and place task: SNUMAX picked up and placed all four objects with
its PVSM and adaptive caging gripper. (B) Arm-positioning task: SNUMAX’s PVSM reached all three target positions. (C) Door opening task: Lifting the PVSM while
pulling the door allowed SNUMAX to manipulate the door knob and open the door.
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height (Figure 12B). To reach two of the targets, the manipulator maneuvers around increasingly complex sets of obstacles.
SNUMAX’s PVSM proved to be nimble and long enough to
touch all of the targets, and it easily avoided the obstacles.
Varying the stiffness of the PVSM by manipulating its linear
actuators overcame the manipulator’s tendency to be deflected
by its weight and helped the PVSM to hold its position after
being maneuvered through the obstacles.
This task tested the strength of a robot’s end effector and manipulator and the handling ability of the end effector (Figure 12C).
SNUMAX’s adaptive caging gripper was able to catch the door
knob between its claws. After the gripper caught the door knob,
the PVSM was stiffened, and the shoulder of the manipulator was
lifted to turn the door knob while the robot was moved backward
to pull open the door. Because the gripper was built to hold up
to 2 kg of payload, it had no difficulty holding reaction force at
the door knob without breaking. This was the first manipulation
scenario task for SNUMAX.

stiffness could be supplemented by feedback control according to
the dealing load and the target manipulation tasks.
SNUMAX was the only robot in the competition that could
grasp all of the task objects. Its under-actuation mechanism and
soft structure using springs played important roles in its ability
to adapt to objects of varying shapes. Claws with a polymer pad
were key to grasping objects of all sizes, from small and light to
big and heavy. Minimizing the total weight of the gripper was
important in increasing the dexterity of the PVSM, which enabled
precise orientation of the gripper. The adaptive caging gripper’s
grasping ability and capacity could be further improved by design
optimization. Modifying the length of the legs and the position
of the frame will be vital factors for improving grasping performance, and grasping capacity will be influenced by the design and
material composition of the claws.
In the future, robots will permeate everyday life. As soft robotics researchers, we believe that soft robotics has the potential to
accelerate this change. We hope that what we have achieved by
participating in the RoboSoft Grand Challenge will help the field
expand rapidly in this direction.

DISCUSSION

AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS

SNUMAX won first place in the competition, taking about 7 min
and 45 s to complete the terrestrial navigation scenario and about
13 min to complete the manipulation scenario. SNUMAX was the
only robot that attempted and completed all the tasks from both
scenarios. This victory was achieved because the components
of SNUMAX that interact with the environment – its wheels,
manipulator, and gripper – are soft and adaptive. SNUMAX is
a state-of-the-art robot that demonstrates the potential of robots
with soft components to affordably solve problems in real-life
environments.
Notwithstanding its performance in the competition,
aspects of SNUMAX’s performance could be improved. The
payload of the wheel and the robustness of the transformation
mechanism are the main performance factors for the origami
transformable wheel. The wheel’s payload could be enhanced
by using improved manufacturing processes and advanced
materials to prevent wheel collapse from failure of its rigid
facets and delamination of the rigid and flexible layers. The
weakest part of the wheel transformation mechanism is the
wire structure, which can be snapped by abrupt shear stress
where the wheel connects to the body. Replacing the material
used to make the wire structure or supplementing the structure
with, for example, a linear guide component would solve this
problem.
The PVSM could be improved by design optimization and new
control strategies. Further study of the relationship between the
stiffness of the soft joints and the shape of the rigid segments
could lead to optimizations that would improve performance and
lead to enhanced ability to vary the stiffness of the manipulator.
Optimization of the tendon paths and the location and stiffness of
the springs could improve bending performance and reduce sagging of the manipulator. In future, human control of the PVSM’s

J-YL and DP integrated components as system and built electric
controls of the robot. BK and S-MB developed the adaptive
gripper of the robot. W-BK and W-YC developed the PVSM of
the robot. D-YL and H-JJ fabricated the transformable origami
wheels and drive train. J-RS designed body works and shells of the
robot. K-JC handled and coordinated the development process.

Door Opening
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